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Vote For Me Because… 

 I am committed to advancing our staff union.  

 I have past experience serving on the Unity 

Committee & as the NEASO-HIN Board Member.   

 I will work for all NEASO members! 

 With the NEASO Delegation at the NSO RA I will: 

o Collaborate & work as a team player, 

o Solicit feedback from members about 

their concerns, and 

o Report back about our experiences. 

Don’t forget to vote for me on Thursday, May 7! 



Dear NEASO Sisters and Brothers, 

I respectfully ask for your support for my candidacy for 2015 NSO Delegate.  For those of you who don’t 

know me, here’s a selfie: 

 

Though I am a relatively new NEASO member, I have been active in our union.  I serve on the salary 

schedule committee and I am a member of NEASO’s bargaining team. 

Prior to NEA, I worked for the Ohio Education Association.  During my time with OEA, I participated in 

somewhere in the neighborhood of 500 local affiliate contract negotiations. 

I was an active member of the staff union in Ohio.  I served on the labor-management pension and 

health insurance committees and I was a member of four bargaining teams.  During our strike in 2010, I 

used my creative writing skills to pen (in sidewalk chalk) several colorful messages to OEA management 

and I used by diplomacy skills to broker the deal that got us back to work. 

I ask that you allow me to serve you, my new union sisters and brothers.  Please cast your vote for me 

for 2015 NSO Delegate. 

 

Andy    



2015 NSO Delegate Candidate Statement 

Ernestine Ussery 

 

Carl Jung, a re-known psychologist wrote. “In state one of man’s life, he sets out to conquer the 

world.  In state two, he realizes he cannot conquer the world, but he can conquer that which he 

does best.” 

This quote is never more relevant for me than it is today.  After many years at NEA in stage one 

of my life, I have arrived at stage two.  And it could not have come at a more opportune time 

than now to be engaged with learning so much about unionism and, in particular, NEASO. 

Two years ago I embarked on a journey to do something different and make a difference 

personally.  However, it turned out to be the best professional decision I could have made.  It 

was not to campaign for another position, it was to want to do a different assignment.  It was to 

do what was long overdue – actually be an engaged member of NEASO. 

This decision took me down a long path of books, meetings, luncheons outside the building and 

even tours with David Schlein whom I fondly refer to as my mentor.  The process he laid out 

was a strategic one and I was committed. 

Friends, I continue to be committed to learn so much more about how this great process works.  

Having the opportunity to attend and represent NEASO as a delegate at the upcoming NSO 

Delegate Assembly would be another strategic piece of this puzzle for me.  The time could not 

be any better.  I understand some of the issues we have, our President can make it no clearer.  

And I am aligned with her vision and ready to be a voice with the same boldness and conviction 

that I have come to know of her.  Well, perhaps somewhat so.  She’s a hard cookie.  My point, 

my friends, is that I am present, here and now.  And, as I asked for your vote to serve on the 

NEASO Board of Directors some two years ago, I again ask for your vote of confidence to 

represent at the 2015 NSO Delegate Assembly.  My mission is to add value, to be a strong link in 

this NEASO chain, and to make a profound difference in the tireless work of NEASO. 

Thank you for vote of confidence.   

 


